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2.3 Search: Basic Definitions!
Search is at the core of nearly all systems that seem to be 

intelligent!
n  Learning: search for a structure that explains/ 

predicts/justifies some experiences (or that comes 
very near to it)!

n  Planning: search for a series of decisions that best 
achieves a goal while fulfilling certain conditions!

n  Deduction: search for a justification for a certain fact!
n  Natural language understanding: search for the best 

interpretation of a text!
n  …!
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How is "intelligence" achieved? !

n  By defining a good search model!
n  By finding good controls for search processes!

But: do not expect your system to be good for every 
problem instance it can theoretically solve!!

!
No free lunch theorem:!
For every search system there is a search instance that 

shows the worst case behavior !
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Basic Definitions (I)!

Search Model A = (S,T): !
!S: set of possible states!
!T ⊆ S x S: transition relation between states!

F!
n  Defines main data structure and possibilities (space)!
n  Tells us what the control can work with!
n  Limits the choices of the control!

!
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Basic Definitions (II)!
Search Process P = (A,Env,K):!
!Env: environment of process!
!K: S x Env  → S search control, "

!K(s,e) = s’ ⇒ (s,s’) ∈ T!
F !
n  Defines how to deal with indeterminism of search 

model."
F allows to write a program !

n  Env needed for modeling outside influences.!
n  Has to deal with all possible states and all searches 

you want to perform!
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Basic Definitions (III)!
Search Instance Ins = (s0,G):!
! s0 ∈ S: start state for the instance !
!G: S → {yes, no}: goal condition!

F !
n  Defines concrete input for a search run!
n  Defines when search ends (positively)!
n  Normally is generated out of user input!
!
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Basic Definitions (IV)!
Search Derivation A:!
!P applied on Ins leads to s0 ,…,si,… with K(si,ei) = si+1!

F !
n  Protocols a search run!
n  Needed to analyze quality of search control!

● distinguish between necessary and unnecessary 
steps!

●  compare with shortest possible sequence of states 
that leads to a solution!

n  Might be looked at to determine solution!
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Problems to solve when designing 
search model and process!

n  Combine application knowledge and general search 
knowledge (from search paradigms)!

n  Define what input knowledge is necessary!
n  Define outside influences!
n  Select search paradigm !
n  Define search control knowledge"

F part from application, part from paradigm!
n  Look for limitations in knowledge !
!
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Search States: General Comments (I)!

In general, they contain information about!
n  application!
n  past search!
n  future possibilities!
n  particular user interest (i.e. input; instance).!
!
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Search States: General Comments (II)!
State vs environment!
n  Data from outside of knowledge base and given 

instance"
F environment "
Example: new sensor data, changes in the world the 
system acts in, new tasks to be scheduled!

n  Data that never changes during search"
F environment "
Example: cost-profit vectors!

n  Data describing internal believes, (partial) solutions, 
results of reasoning and everything not mentioned 
above"
F state!
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Transitions: General Comments (I)!

In general, they connect two states:!
n  Directed relation: (s1,s2) means you can go from s1 to 

s2 (not vice versa)!
n  Based on rules from!

● Application area!
● Semantics of states!

!
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Transitions: General Comments (II)!

Big problem:"
relation, i.e. there might be many states you can go to 
from a particular state"
F the less the better!

Use of more application knowledge in both states and 
rules for transitions can reduce number of potential 
successor states.!

But: you can loose short search derivations and even 
correctness and completeness of algorithm!

F less transitions vs better search control!
!
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Search Processes: General Comments!

n  Main tasks!
● Selection of the next search state!
●  Integration of environment information!

n  Usually, many processes possible to a given search 
model"
F !selection of search control essential for efficiency "

!of search system!
F See 2.5!


